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Abrstact
The level of motivation before match , and its 

relltion with result  at basket ball players
On first , exllant dgree club team

First gate : –
Defintion of  research :–

This gate contents on the interoduse and important of research 
, it takes to the development obtened in basket ball  game internation , 
arabicaly , localy although the difficultes which faces our clear 
country , athltaic psychology and its important in the filed of the 
basket ball and the clearest on the result get by team , motivation has 
active role to get perseverance struggle of basket ball player to get 
winning of match pertiealy before match .

About the importances of research , the  reasrcher  explained 
the need of caochs and the manager of on sport to know who of player 
has high readiness  qualificate for comption on completed role with 
out acrossing with negtive psycology appearnece which has the direct 
effect on player performanses inside studum .
Problem of research :–
The basket ball game trasers were still looking for the more important 
means to arrive to what the state are thinking to achive the basket ball 
level in all  side of game though the bassing on diffucltes which tried 
not to advance it , her reasrcher has thank to treat the result with out 
finding the psycology measherment to measher the level before match 
at araqi players basket ball .
Aim of research :–

1. to install the motivation measurement on basket ball .
2. to recognize on the motivation level basketball player .
3. to recognize on the differenses on motivation level between Iraqi 

basket ball playter clubs ( first , exellant dgree ) . 
4. to recognize on the relation btween motivation before match &

the final result  of  ( first , exellant dgree ) . 
5. to recognize on the relation ship of motivation level btween the 

winner & losser team .



propuses of reaserch  :–
1. there is unrelleation  ship of state _ advance in motevation level 

of basket ball .
2. there is sleslm different in motivation level between  ( first , 

exellant dgree )  club team in the periodical player .
3. there is unrelleation ship of motivation before final result .
4. there are statical differnant of motivation leel between the losser 

&winner   .

feiled of reaserch :–
1. humanitarian field :– the total of player  of Iraqi periodical 

basket ball club team for year (2003-2004) are (250) player .
2. teinporaly field:– from – 15/2/2004 tel 10/5/2004

3. residiivtly field :– including to studium  particuly match AL – shaab 

second gate :– theory and smiller studies 
this gate content on theory studies which the researcher take it to 
expect of motivation of the field of athletic and its important , funety , 
sourice , the term which are ralleted with motivation , some the 
theroies which explain the motivation its ralleation ship with athltic 
performances , motivation and eithlical  achievement , some theory 
which explaning of motivation , finally is the similar studies .
third gate :– reaserch program and the field   prodncres 
this gate is began with reserch program ( describtion ) which the 
reaserch is use to limit the used to des  in resaerch , also he kind of 
similer , the method of obaiting on information , the  characteristics 
measurement definition of  each one , then collection and perparing 
the item match were (54) item distrubted on five characteristics , after 
offered on , set of expertedes  , who keep only (48) item , also the 
insterection of measurement is preaper to be applicatably then the 
measurement which is ready to apply then the measurementis apply 
an simple at (250) player from 



    


